
Significant changes to asphalt composition, mix design, testing, 
technology and best-practices in paving have occurred in recent 

years. What you don’t know could cost you! CalAPA asphalt 
classes bring you the latest information from noted expert 

instructors in a convenient setting — your own facility! 

 We bring the knowledge to you! 

CalAPA offers a convenient & cost-

effective way to train your personnel — a 

hosted class at your facility! 

Your instructors: 
 

Instructors of CalAPA 
classes are acknowledged 
experts in their field who 
have also demonstrated an 
ability to engage trainees 
with real-world examples 
drawn from experiences 

on actual projects. 
Curriculum is constantly 
updated and reviewed by 
the CalAPA Technical 

Advisory Committee. The 
training program is under 
the direction of CalAPA’s 

Director of Technical 
Services, Brandon Milar, 
P.E., a noted materials 

engineer with many years 
of experience in the public 

and private sector. 

COST:  Contact CalAPA for group discount pricing. 
   
DATES: Contact CalAPA to schedule a hosted class on a date that 
  is convenient to you (subject to instructor availability). 

You asked and we listened. 

You want a convenient and 

affordable training opportuni-

ty on an increasingly complex 

topic — asphalt. CalAPA is 

pleased to offer our popular 

half-day technical and practi-

cal instruction in a “hosted” 

format, where we will bring 

the instructors to your facility 

at a date and time that is convenient to you. You can save on travel costs, 

ensure your personnel are receiving consistent and relevant instruction and 

document the training via CalAPA-provided sign-in sheets, workbooks, tab-

ulated evaluations and handsome completion certificates. Class hosts, who 

may partner with others, must guarantee a minimum number of attendees 

in the classes, and will receive a discounted rate from the retail price of at-

tending a regular CalAPA class advertised to the public. This offer is open 

to public agencies and CalAPA members only. 
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The California Asphalt Pavement Association presents: 

What do CalAPA  

asphalt classes 

cover? 
 

 Spec changes & terminology 
 Asphalt binders 
 Aggregates 
 Asphalt mixes 
 Quality Control /Assurance 
 Plants & mix delivery 
 Paving & rolling best practices 
 Pavement smoothness 
 Acceptance specs & testing 
 Current standards 
 Best practices 
 New technology & equipment 

NOTE: Hosts will be responsible for providing minimum number of attendees for a discount-
ed “group rate.” CalAPA will accept additional attendees on a sliding scale based on venue 
size. CalAPA will not issue refunds for “no-shows.” Contact CalAPA for additional infor-
mation on CalAPA and host expectations. 


